¬ THE SUMMIT SQUADRON ¬
Live ‘til you die. Have more fun!
Body Name
14

Skills

Angie Dickinson (Code Name: Pistol Packin’ Mama)

Business +2

Brain Character Concept/Archetype
12

Brawling +3

Gun Moll

Drinking +1

Nerve Job
16

Actress (12) / Weapons Expert (13)

H.P.

Gimmick

14

Gun Fu (14)

Yum Yums
3

Weakness
Shoot First, Ask Questions Later (14)

Tag Line: “No question - the more powerful men are, the more sexy
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they are.”

Dumb Fact: Has a business degree from Imaculate Heart
College.
Angie Dickinson (Code Name: Pistol Packin'
Mama) is the Summit Squadron's weapons
specialist, and Sammy Davis, Jr. is the only
member of the group who can hold his own
against her in a shooting contest. Angie's
approach to missions, best described as
"maximum firepower" is extremely effective but
not especially subtle.

Angie Dickinson
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¬ THE SUMMIT SQUADRON ¬
Live ‘til you die. Have more fun!
Body Name
15

Skills

Dean Martin (Code Name: Dino)

Straight Man +3
Gambling +2

Brain Character Concept/Archetype
12

Enforcer

Intimidation +1

Nerve Job
13

H.P.
15

Entertainer (13) / Demolitions Expert (11)

Gimmick
Drunken Master (14)

Yum Yums

Weakness

3

Alcoholic (14)

Tag Line: “You’re not drunk if you can lie on the floor without
holding on.”
Dumb Fact: Spoke only Italian until he was five.
Dean Martin (Code Name: Dino) is Frank
Sinatra's right-hand man in the Summit
Squadron. His training is in demolitions, but he
also serves as the group's muscle whenever
heads need to be cracked without leaving a body
count. Martin started his career as a prizefighter,
and through the years he has developed a bar
room brawler's equivalent of the Drunken
Master martial arts style. Dean's knowledge of
gambling, picked up through various jobs in
casinos (both legal and illegal) also comes in
handy on missions from time to time.
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¬ THE SUMMIT SQUADRON ¬
Live ‘til you die. Have more fun!
Body Name
12

Skills

Frank Sinatra (Codename: The Chairman)

Style +3
Strategy +2

Brain Character Concept/Archetype
13

Team Leader

Poker +1

Nerve Job
16

H.P.
12

Yum Yums
3

Entertainer (14) Summit Squadron Team Leader (13)

Gimmick
Empathic Profiler (14) / Knows A Guy (11)

Weakness
Mood Swings (14)

Tag Line: “I love it when a plan comes together, baby!”
Dumb Fact: Home Town: Hoboken, NJ
Frank Sinatra (Code Name: The Chairman) is
the uncontested leader of the Summit Squadron
thanks to his charisma and take-charge attitude.
Frank excels at "reading" people, and can
determine how someone will likely react to a
situation based on a single meeting or short
period of observation. This ability makes Sinatra
a master at mission planning.
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¬ THE SUMMIT SQUADRON ¬
Live ‘til you die. Have more fun!
Body Name
11

Skills

Joey Bishop (Code Name: Chuckles)

Perception +3
Stealth +2

Brain Character Concept/Archetype
16

Tech Guy

Singing +1

Nerve Job
13

H.P.
11

Yum Yums
3

Comedian (12) / Electronics Expert (14)

Gimmick
Underestimated (13)

Weakness
Underestimated (13)

Tag Line: "My doctor is wonderful. Once, in 1955, when I
couldn't afford an operation, he touched up the X-rays."
Dumb Fact: Father was a bicycle repairman.
Joey Bishop (Code Name: Chuckles) is the
Summit Squadron's surveillance and technical
expert. Whenever the team needs to tap a phone
line, disarm a nuke, or fix a radio, Joey's the
man for the job.
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¬ THE SUMMIT SQUADRON ¬
Live ‘til you die. Have more fun!
Body Name
12

Skills

Marilyn Monroe (Code Name: Bombshell)

Brain Character Concept/Archetype
13

Seductress

H.P.
12

Yum Yums
3

Judo +3
Disguise +2
Singing +1

Nerve Job
12

Method Acting +3

Temptress (15)

Gimmick
Drop-Dead Gorgeous (16)

Weakness
Always Late (11) / Drug Addiction (11)

Tag Line: "I don't mind living in a man's world, as long as I
can be a woman in it."
Dumb Fact: Worked in a munitions factory during WWII.
Marilyn Monroe (Code Name: Bombshell) uses
her good looks and power over men to good
effect as a member of the Summit Squadron.
While most members of the team were recruited
by the government along with Frank, Marilyn's
introduction to the team was a bit more
complicated. Although the general public would
not find about her affairs with the Kennedy
brothers for nearly a decade, word of her
relationships with two of the most powerful men
in America spread through the intelligence
community like wildfire. She became a target
for enemy agents who hoped to extract
information from her and possibly turn her.

WWPHITM?
Marilyn Monroe

sent in to assassinate Norma Jeane botched the
job and clued her in that her days were
numbered. When the Kennedys refused to get
involved, Marilyn turned to the next most
powerful man she knew: Frank Sinatra. Frank
told the agency that he could use "a broad like
that" on his team, and that Marilyn would be
more useful alive than dead, especially if
everyone believed she was dead. After her
"death" in 1962, Marilyn became a member of
the Squadron.

The CIA decided that Monroe's substance abuse
problem and possible communist sympathies (as
evidenced to her marriage to suspected
communist Norman Mailer) made her a security
risk that needed to be eliminated. The first team
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¬ THE SUMMIT SQUADRON ¬
Live ‘til you die. Have more fun!
Body Name
12

Skills

Peter Lawford (Code Name: The Brit)

Smooth Talker +3
Singing +2

Brain Character Concept/Archetype
12

Roper

Dancing +2
British +2

Nerve Job
15

H.P.
12

Yum Yums
3

Actor (13) / Disguise Artist (12)

Gimmick
Friends In High Places (14)

Weakness
Gimpy Arm (14)

Tag Line: “ "I'm an actor, Frank! All I want to do is act in
movies, and cheat on my wife. Is that too much to ask?"
Dumb Fact: Nickname: First Brother-In-Law
Peter Lawford (Code Name: The Brit) is the
Summit Squadron's front man for many
operations due to his natural charm and his
mastery of the art of disguise. Born in England,
Lawford became an American citizen in 1960.
Lawford has a rocky relationship with Frank
Sinatra, mainly because of Peter's status as the
brother-in-law of John F. Kennedy. Sinatra often
tries to use Lawford to get closer to the
President (who tries his best to distance himself
from Frank because of Sinatra's alleged mob
ties), and inevitably blames Lawford when
things don't go according to plan. An accident
when he was young caused irreparable nerve
damage to Lawford's right arm, but he is
extremely adapt at hiding the injury.
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¬ THE SUMMIT SQUADRON ¬
Live ‘til you die. Have more fun!
Body Name
11

Skills

Sammy Davis, Jr.

Gun Spinning +3
Politics +3

Brain Character Concept/Archetype
13

Chemist

Dancing +2
Photography +2

Nerve Job
12

H.P.
11

Yum Yums
3

Entertainer (13) / Chemist (11)

TV Trivia +1

Gimmick
Crack Shot (14)

Weakness
Racism (15) / Poor Depth Perception (13)

Tag Line: “ Talk about handicap — I'm a one-eyed Negro
Jew."
Dumb Fact: Parents were vaudeville performers.
Sammy Davis, Jr. (Codename: Candyman) is the
Summit Squadron's resident chemist, trained in
making drugs, poisons, and even explosives out
of commonly available chemicals. It was
Sammy who convinced Frank to change the
group's name from "The Clan" to "The Summit"
by pointing that many people associated the
label with the KKK. Despite his celebrity status
Sammy still deals with racism on a regular basis
and is a vocal supporter of the civil rights
movement. Davis is a gun enthusiast and one of
the best shooters on the team despite the fact
that he's missing an eye.
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¬ THE SUMMIT SQUADRON ¬
Live ‘til you die. Have more fun!
Body Name
13

Skills

Shirley MacLaine

New Age Mysticism +3
Ballet +2

Brain Character Concept/Archetype
12

Mistress of Stealth

Martial Artist +1
History +1

Nerve Job
14

H.P.
13

Yum Yums
3

Actress (13) / Cat Burglar (13)

Gimmick
Body Mastery (15)

Weakness
Gullible (15)

Tag Line: “ I don't need anyone to rectify my existence. The most
profound relationship we will ever have is the one with ourselves.”
Dumb Fact: Was Charlemagne’s lover in a past life.
Shirley MacLain (Code Name: Lotus Blossom)
is the Summit Squadron's expert in stealth and
cat burglary. Through meditation and other
mystical practices, Shirley has obtained
complete mastery over her own body, allowing
her to move with ninja-like stealth, perform
feats of strength, resist pain, and even slow
down her metabolism enough to feign death.
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¬ THE SUMMIT SQUADRON ¬
Live ‘til you die. Have more fun!
Body Name

Skills

Brain Character Concept/Archetype

Nerve Job

H.P.

Yum Yums

Gimmick

Weakness

Tag Line:

WWPHITM?

Dumb Fact:
Qik Start Rules

Notes & Stuff

1. Roll a d20 and divide by 2. Add 6 to the
result.
2. Repeat 4 more times.
3. Assign the Numbers to Body, Brain, Nerve,
and Gimmick.
4. Your Weakness Number equals your
Gimmick Number.
5. Choose 3 Skills. Give one of them a +3 Skill
Bonus, one a +2, and one a +1.
6. Health Points are equal to Body.
7. Roll a d20 and divide by 5. That’s how
many Yum Yums you start with.
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